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ARTICLE
Determinants of ion selectivity in ASIC1a- and
ASIC2a-containing acid-sensing ion channels
Timothy Lynagh1*, Emelie Flood2*, Ce´line Boiteux2, Zeshan Pervez Sheikh1, Toby W. Allen2, and Stephan A. Pless1
Trimeric acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) contribute to neuronal signaling by converting extracellular acidification into
excitatory sodium currents. Previous work with homomeric ASIC1a implicates conserved leucine (L79) and consecutive glycine-
alanine-serine (GAS belt) residues near the middle, and conserved negatively charged (E189) residues at the bottom of the
pore in ion permeation and/or selectivity. However, a conserved mechanism of ion selectivity throughout the ASIC family has
not been established. We therefore explored the molecular determinants of ion selectivity in heteromeric ASIC1a/ASIC2a and
homomeric ASIC2a channels using site-directed mutagenesis, electrophysiology, and molecular dynamics free energy
simulations. Similar to ASIC1a, E189 residues create an energetic preference for sodium ions at the lower end of the pore in
ASIC2a-containing channels. However, and in contrast to ASIC1a homomers, ion permeation through ASIC2a-containing
channels is not determined by L79 side chains in the upper part of the channel. This may be, in part, due to ASIC2a-specific
negatively charged residues (E59 and E62) that lower the energy of ions in the upper pore, thus making the GAS belt more
important for selectivity. This is confirmed by experiments showing that the L79A mutation has no effect in ASIC2a, in contrast
to ASIC1a, where it eliminated selectivity. ASIC2a triple mutants eliminating both L79 and upper charges did not lead to large
changes in selectivity, suggesting a different role for L79 in ASIC2a compared with ASIC1a channels. In contrast, we observed
measurable changes in ion selectivity in ASIC2a-containing channels with GAS belt mutations. Our results suggest that ion
conduction and selectivity in the upper part of the ASIC pore may differ between subtypes, whereas the essential role of E189
in ion selectivity is conserved. Furthermore, we demonstrate that heteromeric channels containing mutations in only one of
two ASIC subtypes provide a means of functionally testing mutations that render homomeric channels nonfunctional.
Introduction
Acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) are ligand-gated cation-
permeable channels expressed in the cell membrane throughout
the nervous system (Wemmie et al., 2013). Upon extracellular
acidification, protonation of the extracellular domain leads to ac-
tivation of the membrane-spanning channel, and excitatory cur-
rent through ASICs contributes to synaptic signaling, nociception,
and excitotoxicity (Wemmie et al., 2013). Excitatory function de-
rives from ∼10-fold greater permeability of Na+ than K+ ions
through the channel pore (Kellenberger and Schild, 2015). Rodents
and humans possess four ASIC genes (ASIC1–ASIC4) encoding six
subunits (ASIC1a, -1b, -2a, -2b, -3, and -4), which assemble into
homo- or heterotrimeric channels (Wemmie et al., 2013). ASIC1a-
containing channels are highly expressed in the central nervous
system, and recombinantly expressed ASIC1a homomers are have
been studied intensely (Jasti et al., 2007; Waldmann et al., 1997;
Wemmie et al., 2013). These structural and functional data have
provided some insight into the molecular basis for Na+ selectivity
in ASIC1a (Baconguis et al., 2014; Lynagh et al., 2017a), but the
precise mechanism throughout the family remains unclear.
The x-ray structure of chick ASIC1 (cASIC1) in the presence of
MitTx, an irreversible toxin agonist (PDB accession no. 4NTW),
seems to have captured an open state, suggested by the presence
of a bound Cs+ ion in the middle of the pore in Cs+-soaked
crystals (Baconguis et al., 2014). Little is known about whether
permeating ions enter and exit through lateral pathways near
the upper part of the pore or whether they pass the length of the
central cavity of the extracellular domain. Ion selectivity, how-
ever, seems to derive from several residues in the pore-lining,
second membrane-spanning helix (M2) of ASIC1a subunits,
which, for better comparison, can be numbered from 09 near the
top of the pore to 219 at the intracellular end of the pore (Fig. 1).
D09 side chains, conserved in most but not all ASICs, skirt the
upper vestibule of the pore, and the D09N substitution decreases
Na+ conductance but has little effect on the relative permeability
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profile of monovalent cations (PLi+ ≈ PNa+ > PK+ > PCs+; Yang and
Palmer, 2014). At the middle of M2, the highly conserved resi-
dues G109, A119, and S129 play an intricate role in channel
function. G109A/C and S129A/C substitutions render ASIC1a
nonfunctional (Carattino and Della Vecchia, 2012; Li et al., 2011;
Yang et al., 2009), and x-ray structures of cASIC1 show these
residues at the narrowest part of the pore, either as straight
helices (Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012; Jasti et al., 2007) or as
unwound segments that form a glycine-alanine-serine (GAS)
belt (Fig. 1 A; Baconguis et al., 2014; Yoder et al., 2018). Recent
experimental and computational data suggest that although the
GAS belt is not the primary determinant of ion selectivity in
ASIC1a, it contributes to a large energy barrier in the middle of
the pore, along with flanking L79 and L149 residues, which are
highly conserved and whose mutation dramatically decreases
Na+ selectivity (Lynagh et al., 2017a). The most notable control
over selective Na+ conduction through ASIC1a is a band of car-
boxylate side chains at the bottom of the pore, formed by E189
and D219, which confers substantial preference for Na+ over K+
(Lynagh et al., 2017a). However, the magnitude of this prefer-
ence depends heavily on the structure of the lower end of the
pore (Lynagh et al., 2017a). Here, the resolution of structural
data is lower than for other parts of the protein (Baconguis and
Gouaux, 2012; Yoder et al., 2018), and it is unknown if the shape
of the pore is conserved across different ASIC subtypes. Cer-
tainly, and despite its conservation, E189 seems less important
for Na+ conduction in structurally related epithelial Na+ chan-
nels (ENaCs; Yang and Palmer, 2018), in which mutations in the
GAS belt (or equivalent 109–129 residues) affect ion selectivity
more directly (Kellenberger et al., 1999) than in ASIC1a.
The molecular determinants of ion selectivity have been
explored little in ASIC2-, ASIC3-, and ASIC4-containing chan-
nels, which also play important roles in the nervous system
(Gründer and Pusch, 2015; Paukert et al., 2004; Wemmie et al.,
2013) and which could shed light on the broader mechanisms of
Na+ selectivity among ASIC channels. In seeking to dissect
conserved features of ion selectivity in ASICs, we measured ion
selectivity via relative permeability profiles calculated from
reversal potentials in ASIC2a homomers and ASIC1a/ASIC2a
heteromers containing mutations in the M2 helix. Additionally,
we performed MD free energy simulations with vertebrate
ASIC2a homomers and ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromers modeled on
the cASIC1 x-ray structure (PDB accession no. 4NTW; Baconguis
et al., 2014).
Materials and methods
Molecular biology, two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments,
and data analysis
cDNA plasmids usedweremouse ASIC1a (mASIC1a) in the pSP64
vector (provided byMarcelo Carattino, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA) and rat ASIC2a (rASIC2a) in the pRSSP6009
vector (provided by Stefan Gründer, RWTH Aachen University,
Aachen, Germany), respectively. Mutant cDNAs were generated
with custom oligomers (Eurofins Genomics) and Pfu Ultra II
Fusion HS DNA Polymerase (Agilent Technologies), following
suppliers’ PCR protocols, and sequences of the full ASIC inserts
were confirmed (GATC Biotech). Plasmids were linearized
with EcoRI (mASIC1a) or NaeI (rASIC2a), and complementary
RNAs (cRNAs) were transcribed with the Ambion mMESSAGE
mMACHINE RNA transcription kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Stage V or VI Xenopus laevis oocytes were isolated and main-
tained as described previously (Lynagh et al., 2017b). Oocytes
were injected with 0.8 ng cRNA, unless currents were unde-
tectable, in which case 40 ng was also injected and tested (e.g.,
Fig. 4 B).
After 24–48 h, oocytes were placed in a custom-built re-
cording chamber (Dahan et al., 2004) and continuously perfused
with bath solution containing (in mM) 96 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2,
and either 5 HEPES (pH > 5.5) or 5 2-(N-morpholino)ethane-
sulfonic acid (pH ≤ 5.5). Control (pH 7.5) and low pH solutions
were exchanged with a ValveBank 8 perfusion system (Auto-
Mate Scientific). Oocytes were two-electrode voltage-clamped
with an OC-725C amplifier (Warner Instruments) and Digidata
1550 digitizer (Molecular Devices). In establishing proton
Figure 1. ASIC membrane-spanning region. (A) Left, MD simulation sys-
tem for rASIC2a model based on PDB accession no. 4NTW (each subunit a
different color) embedded in a lipid bilayer (cyan) in NaCl solution (water, red
and white sticks; Na+ and Cl−, orange and cyan balls). Right, magnified view of
M1 and M2 from a single subunit, showing residues discussed in main text.
Residues G109, A119, S129, shown in single letter code. (B) M1 and M2 seg-
ments from an amino acid sequence alignment of chick ASIC1 (cASIC1), mouse
ASIC1a (mASIC1a), and rat ASIC2a (rASIC2a). (The chick ASIC1 gene does not
undergo splicing like mammalian ASIC1, hence the single cASIC1 product.)
mASIC1a amino acid sequence is 89% and 98% identical to cASIC1 and human
ASIC1a, respectively. rASIC2a is 64% and 99% identical to cASIC1 and human
ASIC2a, respectively.
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sensitivity, half-maximal effective proton concentrations (pH50)
were established in concentration–response experiments, where
decreasing pH solutions were applied to oocytes between resting
periods of ∼1 min, performed at −40 mV. In experiments to es-
tablish relative permeability (e.g., PNa+ /PK+ ), the holding potential
was clamped at −80 mV, and 200-ms voltage ramps were applied
from −80 to +60 mV during activation by saturating proton con-
centration (pH 6.0 for most ASIC1a homomers, pH 5.0 for most
heteromeric channels, and pH 3.5 or 4.0 for ASIC2a homomers).
Currents during the same voltage ramps at pH 7.4 were subtracted
from currents during activating pH (Fig. 2 A) inmeasuring reversal
potentials of proton-gated currents (Vrev,Na+ ) in regular (96 mM
NaCl) or LiCl-, KCl-, or CsCl-substituted bath solution. Relative
permeability was calculated with the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz
equation, PK+/PNa+  exp[F(Vrev,Na+ − Vrev,K+ )/RT], where F =
Faraday’s constant, R = gas constant, and T = 294K.
Each construct was expressed and recorded in at least two
batches of oocytes. All data analysis was performed in GraphPad
Prism 7. pH50 values were calculated from individual experi-
ments using the Hill equation (four parameters, variable slope),
and mean ± SEM is reported in the main text and in graphs of
pH50 values. Curves in figures, for illustration, are fits to aver-
aged data points (mean ± SEM). As discussed in the main text
(see Fig. 4 A), WT ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromer concentration–
response data could be fitted with a biphasic curve, due to a
small population of ASIC1a homomeric channels. This was not
the case for mutant-containing heteromers, where presumably,
mutant homomers showed decreased channel function or ex-
pression compared with WT homomers. Where appropriate,
mutant pH50 values were compared with WT with one-way
analysis of variance and compared with WT with Dunnett’s
multiple comparison test. In reporting relative permeability
ratios (e.g., PNa+/PK+), mean ± SEM is shown on a log scale for
clarity. Whereas certain mutations clearly reduced PNa+/PK+
from ∼6 at WT channels to unity, mutants with “intermediate”
values rarely differed significantly from WT, likely due to the
reasonably low level of Na+/K+ selectivity in ASIC. Small de-
creases in relative permeability should therefore be interpreted
with some caution.
MD simulations
As there are currently no high-resolution structures of ASIC2a or
ASIC1a/ASIC2a channels available, models of rASIC2a, mASIC1a/
mASIC1a/rASIC2a, and mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a were created
based on the cASIC1 channel PDB accession no. 4NTW
(Baconguis et al., 2014; available residues 45–456; PDB num-
bering). The side chains of the amino acids in the cASIC1
structure were manually mutated to the corresponding residues
in the mASIC1a or rASIC2a sequence (Figs. 1 B and S1 B). Each
protein was embedded in a hydrated lipid bilayer of 386 (194 top
and 192 bottom) palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine lipids,
with 47,184 water molecules and 150mM of NaCl or KCl (162 Na+
or K+, and 109 Cl− ions), to form 115 × 115 × 160-A˚ periodic
simulation boxes containing 212,977 atoms (Fig. 1 A).
Systems were built and equilibrated with the CHARMM
program (Brooks et al., 1983, 2009), using the C36 lipid (Klauda
et al., 2010) and CHARMM22 protein parameters (MacKerell
et al., 1998) with CMAP corrections (Mackerell et al., 2004)
and TIP3P water (Jorgensen et al., 1983). Ion parameters used
were those for the CHARMM27 forcefield, with revisions to
Na+ and K+ nonbonded Lennard–Jones (LJ; referred to as
CHARMM27*), corresponding to rmin values for ion-carboxylate
oxygen pair interactions of 3.12 and 3.46 A˚, respectively (Noskov
and Roux, 2008). We have previously demonstrated that these
parameters yield agreement with experimental and quantum
mechanical measures of binding of Na+ to carboxylates in
aqueous solution (Lynagh et al., 2017a), comparable to alterna-
tive parameters designed to fit experimental osmotic pressure
coefficients (Marinelli et al., 2014). While the precise ion-
carboxylate LJ parameter will affect ion free energies within
the ASIC pores, we have previously shown that selective binding
is maintained regardless of the choice (Lynagh et al., 2017a).
Modified LJ parameters, however, were used to describe the
interactions between cations and carbonyl oxygen atoms of the
protein to reproduce free energies of solvation in protein back-
bone mimetic, N-methyl-acetamide (Bernèche and Roux, 2001;
Noskov et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2006; Flood, 2019).
After a total of 3,000 steps of steepest descent and adopted
basis Newton–Raphson energy minimization, MD simulations
commenced with initial harmonic restraints (10 kcal/mol/A˚2)
applied to all heavy atoms. These restraints were slowly released
over 0.5 ns, followed by 1.5 ns of initial equilibration without
any restraints. Equilibration simulations were run initially with
constant volume using a timestep of 1 fs for 50 ps, before
switching to constant pressure (1 atm) with a timestep of 2 fs.
Production simulations used NAMD v2.9 (Phillips et al., 2005)
with the same forcefield. Simulations were performed using
tetragonal periodic boundary conditions at constant pressure
(1 atm) with a Langevin piston (Andersen, 1980; Feller et al.,
1995) and constant temperature (303°K; above the gel phase
transition temperature of 271°K) using a Nose´-Hoover ther-
mostat (Hoover, 1985; Nose´, 1984). All bonds to H atoms were
maintained using SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) in CHARMM
and RATTLE (Andersen, 1983) in NAMD. Electrostatic inter-
actions were computed using the particle mesh Ewald method,
with grid spacing of 1.5 A˚ and sixth order B-spline for mesh
interpolation. Nonbonded pair lists were updated every 20 fs
in NAMD (and heuristically in CHARMM) with a neighbor list
distance of 16 A˚ and a real space cutoff of 12 A˚, with energy
switch distance of 10 A˚.
Model structures were subjected to initial unbiased MD
simulations to relax structures and examine ion binding. This
included ∼180-ns simulations for rASIC2a and ∼200-ns simu-
lations for mASIC1a/mASIC1a/rASIC2a and mASIC1a/rASIC2a/
rASIC2a heteromeric channels in both NaCl and KCl solutions.
To examine protein stability, we calculated RMSD values for
transmembrane 1 (TM1) and TM2 helices, as well as separate
RMSD calculations for residues 60–75 in TM1 and −79 to 219 in
TM2, excluding residues at the termini of the truncated se-
quence of PDB accession no. 4NTW, to isolate changes in the
lower M1 and M2 helix. The overall shape of the rASIC2a model
remains consistent with the cASIC1 structure (PDB accession no.
4NTW; Fig. S2), where we see that all six simulations led to close
alignment after 100 ns, with only small deviations in the lower
Lynagh et al. Journal of General Physiology 3 of 12
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TM helices. We observed dynamic behavior of the residues at
the intracellular end of the M2 helix (in particular I229 and
Y239), expected given the absence of intracellular N- and
C-termini that were not resolved in the PDB accession no. 4NTW
structure. As the channels relaxed, we observed increases in
RMSD values to 2–2.5 A˚ for TM1 and TM2 (Fig. S3; orange), but
limited to 1–1.5 A˚ when excluding the residues at the intracel-
lular side of the helices (Fig. S3; blue) within the first∼100 ns. In
some simulations, we observed late changes by an additional
∼0.5 A˚ due to termination of the sequence and solvent exposure.
These changes are associated with slight splaying of the lower
M1 helix as well as unfolding and refolding of residues I239 and
Y229 at the intracellular end of the M2 helices (compare red and
blue lines in Fig. S3) and are more prevalent in rASIC2a-
containing models, possibly a result of the more hydrophobic
rASIC2a I239 residue (A239 in cASIC1 or mASIC1a) that is ex-
posed to solvent, preferring to be directed toward lipids (see Fig.
S4 C). This dynamics of the lower M1 and M2 helices is con-
sidered to be an unavoidable consequence of the PDB accession
no. 4NTW structural template, lacking N- and C-termini, and to
have minimal bearing on the ion energetics throughout the
channel.
Estimates of the free energy profiles for ion translocation
across the channel pores (Fig. S5) were calculated as W(z) 
−kBTln[ρ(z)] + C, where ρ is the unbiased probability distribu-
tion as a function of reaction coordinate z, being the position
of the ions along the z axis relative to the GAS sequence
center of mass, with constant C chosen to set the zero of the free
energy in bulk electrolyte. The mean and SEM were obtained by
dividing data into four equal blocks for each simulation. How-
ever, to ensure thorough sampling of free energies for individual
Na+ or K+ ions translocating the pore, we performed umbrella
sampling (US; Torrie and Valleau, 1977) simulations, using the
relaxed models. This involved 49 independent simulations
(windows) with 1-A˚ spacing: windows spanning −25 to 23 A˚,
relative to the GAS center of mass. Initial configurations were
taken from the unbiased simulations after equilibration for
100 ns. In each window, the ion was held near the window
central position by a 2.5 kcal/mol/A˚2 force constant, chosen be-
cause it corresponds to a positional standard deviation of ∼0.5 A˚,
according to equipartition theorem at 303K, ensuring overlapping
distributions for neighboring windows. To increase sampling
efficiency, the radial position of the ion was constrained with a
flat bottom potential to keep it in a cylinder of 9 A˚ with a force
constant 10 kcal/mol/A˚2. This radius was chosen as it was the
minimal radius that allows the ion to explore all residues of
interest in the pore. We ran 20 ns per window, with an addi-
tional 7 ns in windows between −10 and −5 A˚ and between 15
and 20 A˚ to achieve convergence in wider regions of the pore
containing several charged residues (Fig. S6). The first 8/11 ns
for rASIC2a, 12/6 ns for mASIC1a/mASIC1a/rASIC2a, and 6/5 ns
for mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a heteromeric channels were dis-
carded as equilibration for Na+/K+. Free energy profiles were
then calculated using the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method
(Kumar et al., 1992). Mean and SEM were calculated by dividing
the data into 1-ns blocks. Due to the wide nature of the pore at
the extracellular side and binding to the charged glutamate
(positions 59 and 62 in rASIC2a and position 63 in mASIC1a) and
aspartate (position 09 in mASIC1a and rASIC2a) residues, we
experienced lack of convergence in the US simulations in this
region (Fig. S6). To overcome this, we combined the results from
the unbiased simulations, which achieved similar free energy
profiles within the channels (see Fig. S6), as well as good sam-
pling of ions in the vestibular regions. This was done by re-
moving the umbrella windows above z = 11 A˚ and incorporating
the unbiased trajectory into the weighted histogram analysis
method solution to produce the final profiles shown in Figs. 3
and 5.
The protein/water coordination of the Na+ and K+ ions during
permeation of the pore was determined by counting the number
of oxygen atoms from water and protein in the first solvation
shell of the ions. The solvation shell was defined based on the
first minimum in the radial distribution functions for Na+ and
K+ ions in bulk solution, far from the protein (3.2 and 3.8 A˚,
respectively). The total coordination number was expressed
relative to bulk values (5.67 ± 0.04 and 6.94 ± 0.07 water mol-
ecules for Na+ and K+; also obtained from analysis of bulk radial
distribution functions).
The influence of the electrostatic potential arising from res-
idues E59 and E62 in rASIC2a, and V61 and N64 in cASIC1, was
estimated by solving the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation
using the PBEQ module in CHARMM (Im et al., 1998; Nina et al.,
1997). To isolate these residues, the charges of all other atoms
were set to zero. A grid of 601 × 601 × 601 points with cell
spacing 1.0 A˚ was used and focused to 301 × 301 × 301 points with
cell spacing 0.5 A˚ with periodic boundary conditions in the x
and y directions. Protein, membrane, and water dielectric con-
stants (εprotein  εmembrane  2, εwater  80) were assigned, with the
channel pore assigned bulk water dielectric based on any grid
points within a cylindrical region of radius 10 A˚ not overlapping
with the protein, allowing for the vestibules of the TM pore.
Dielectric assignments were performed using a reentrant probe
method, as described by Allen et al. (2004). The concentration of
NaCl solution in bulk was set to 150 mM, but to zero inside the
cylinder to avoid artificial Debye screening in the pore.
Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows differences in the structures of cASIC1 and
rASIC2a. Fig. S2 shows structural alignments of M2 helices
between cASIC1 homomer crystal structure and mASIC1a/
mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromer, mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a het-
eromer, and rASIC2a homomer models after 100 ns simulation.
Fig. S3 shows RMSD for the backbone of TM1 and TM2 in sim-
ulations. Fig. S4 shows behavior of the lower pore of cASIC1 and
rASIC2a in simulations. Fig. S5 shows potentials of mean force
for Na+ and K+ in heteromers and homomeric rASIC2a. Fig. S6
shows convergence of potentials of mean force from Umbrella
Sampling simulation. Fig. S7 shows behavior of the upper pore of
cASIC1 and rASIC2a in simulations. Fig. S8 shows Na+ and K+
first shell coordination by oxygen atoms fromwater and protein.
Fig. S9 shows lack of functional expression in oocytes when
replacing A11’ with lactic acid ("α") in rASIC2a channels. Fig. S10
shows comparison of the potentials of mean force for cASIC1,
rASIC2a, and mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers.
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Results
Effects of M2 mutations on homomeric ASIC2a ion selectivity
We began our investigation into the determinants of ion selec-
tivity in ASIC2a-containing channels by measuring relative ion
permeability (PNa+/PX+) through homomeric channels. In the
absence of knowledge on determinants of selectivity in ASIC2a,
we generated rat ASIC2a (rASIC2a) channels carrying mutations
equivalent to those that affected ion selectivity or conduction
(D09N, L79A, L149A, E189Q) or abolished detectable channel
function (G109A, S129A) in mouse ASIC1a (mASIC1a; Fig. 1 A il-
lustrates the location of these residues). In homomeric rASIC2a
channels, the E189Q mutation reduced PNa+/PK+ from 5.5 ± 0.6 at
WT (n = 5) to unity (Fig. 2, A and B), and G109A and S129A
mutations abolished detectable channel activity (see also Fig. 4 B).
The results closely reflect those obtained with mASIC1a, where
E189 mutations abolish selectivity, but where conventional
mutagenesis on the GAS residues renders channels nonfunc-
tional and thus fails to shed light on their roles (Lynagh et al.,
2017a). Although the rASIC2a D09 mutation caused a subtle
reduction in PNa+/PK+ (2.4 ± 0.1, n = 8), it did not alter the overall
relative permeability profile (Fig. 2 B), somewhat reminiscent
of the subtle effects of the D09N mutation in human ASIC1a
channels (Yang and Palmer, 2014). ASIC2a L149A and L149I
mutations also reduced selectivity, but less so than the E189Q
mutation (PNa+/PK+ = 2.5 ± 0.2, n = 5; PNa+/PK+ = 3.0 ± 0.5, n = 4),
again reflecting results in mASIC1a, although the difference
between alanine and isoleucine substitutions was more marked
in mASIC1a (L149A PNa+/PK+ = 1.00 ± 0.05, n = 6, and L149I
PNa+/PK+ = 5.8 ± 1.0, n = 5, from Lynagh et al. [2017a]). rASIC2a
L79A channels, however, showed ion selectivity similar to or
possibly slightly increased over that of WT (Fig. 2, A and B;
PNa+/PK+ 6.7 ± 0.7, n = 5; WT: PNa+/PK+ 5.5 ± 0.6, n = 5), which is
in stark contrast to homomeric mASIC1a L79A channels, which
are nonselective (PNa+/PK+ 1.0 ± 0.1, n = 5, from Lynagh et al.
[2017a]). This implies that L79 may play a bigger role in ion
selectivity in ASIC1a than in ASIC2a. However, we acknowledge
that while the observed reversal potentials were relatively
consistent across experiments, the slopes for the different ions
were variable, likely due to small differences in pH and timing
of the voltage ramp.
We also tested rASIC2a mutants for potency of activation by
protons. L79A and L149I mutations caused substantial increases
in proton potency (WT pH50 = 4.3 ± 0.2, n = 5; L79A pH50 = 5.2 ±
0.1, n = 5; L149I pH50 = 4.9 ± 0.1, n = 4, both mutants P < 0.001
compared with WT), whereas L149A (pH50 = 3.9 ± 0.2, n = 4) and
other M2 mutations had relatively modest effects (Fig. 2 B). This
loosely reflects results with mASIC1a, where L79 and L149 mu-
tations increased proton potency (Lynagh et al., 2017a). To-
gether, these results tentatively suggest that in terms of channel
gating, conserved residues play similar roles in ASIC1a and
ASIC2a homomers (although nonconserved side chains, such as
the ASIC2a-specific E59, can also have significant effects on
gating: E59Q pH50 = 4.9 ± 0.1, n = 5; E59Q/L79A pH50 = 5.7 ± 0.1,
n = 5). In terms of ion selectivity, the role of some residues is
conserved: D09 in the upper pore and E189 in the lower pore play
modest and strong roles, respectively, in ion selectivity in
ASIC1a and ASIC2a. However, near the GAS belt in the middle of
the pore, L149 contributes similarly to ion selectivity in both
subtypes, whereas L79 is crucial for selectivity in ASIC1a, but not
in ASIC2a. The role of the GAS belt itself remains to be eluci-
dated for ASIC2a, although G109 and S129 are clearly important
for the expression of functional channels.
MD simulations identify differences in ion permeation in
ASIC1a and ASIC2a homomeric channels
To explore the role of the GAS belt and potentially explain
the different role of L79 in rASIC2a, we performed MD simu-
lations to compute the potential of mean force (PMF) describing
Figure 2. Site-directed mutagenesis and relative ion permeability of ho-
momeric ASIC1a and ASIC2a. (A) Protocol and example recordings of
current–voltage (I-V) relationship forWT rASIC2a and indicatedmutants, assayed
by proton-gated current during −80→ 60mV ramp; current during voltage ramp
in resting pH (gray) was subtracted from current during voltage ramp at acti-
vating pH (3.5–4.0, black), giving the currents in the I-V plots, as indicated in top
left panel. (B) Relative permeability ratios (PNa+/PX+ ) and half-maximal pH for
activation (pH50) for WT and mutant mASIC1a and rASIC2a homomeric channels
(mean ± SEM). *, data from Lynagh et al. (2017a).
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permeation of Na+ and K+ ions through amodel of rASIC2a based
on the open-channel cASIC1 structure (PDB accession no.
4NTW), shown in Fig. 3 A. Overall, the PMFs for Na+ and K+
permeating the rASIC2a model (Fig. 3 A; solid lines) show
broadly similar shapes to those found for the cASIC1 structure
(Fig. 3 A; dashed line, from Lynagh et al. [2017a]), with a well at
the bottom of the pore (at z = −8.2 and −8.9 A˚, for Na+ and K+,
respectively) and a barrier around GAS (at z = −0.5 A˚), but with a
distinct well for both ions in the upper pore of rASIC2a (at z =
14.7 and 15.7 A˚, for Na+ and K+, respectively) that was not present
in cASIC1. At the bottom of the rASIC2a pore, we see an ener-
getic preference for Na+ over K+ of ∼1.5 kcal/mol around E189,
suggestive of a selective binding site (Fig. 3 A). This is consistent
with the loss of selectivity in E189Q rASIC2a mutant channels, in
which the negative charge of E189 is removed, and with our
previous observations of preference for Na+ at E189 in cASIC1
(dashed curves in Fig. 3 A).
The differences between the Na+ free energyminima seen for
cASIC1 and rASIC2a around E189 and D219 are interesting, but
are small (only 0.2 kcal/mol). However, there is a change in the
shape of that minimum, where it appears to be more localized
around E189 in rASIC2a. This is due to a stronger reliance on E189
coordination, with less involvement of D219, as shown in Fig. S4
(A and B), where we see a reduction in multi-ion complexes. We
explain this from the movement of the D219 away from E189, due
to interactions with the M2 terminus, and interactions of the
neighboring hydrophobic I239 at the lipid interface (Fig. S4 C).
In the upper half of the rASIC2a pore, we see wells both for
Na+ and K+ ions around the level of M1 E59 and E62 and M2 D09
(Fig. 3 A, solid curves at z = 14 A˚). This well is unique to rASIC2a
and attributed to the electrostatic fields originating from the
charged E59 and E62 side chains that are only present in rASIC2a
(Fig. 1 B). Fig. S7 describes the binding of one to two ions to each
subunit at this location, where we see off-axis binding sites (on
average ∼13.6 ± 0.2 A˚ from the channel axis), directed to the side
(Fig. S7 B). Figs. 3 B and S7 C show the electrostatic potential
due to these M1 residues alone, from solution to the Poisson–
Boltzmann equation (that includes ionic screening due to coun-
terion binding to these carboxylate-lined sites; see Materials and
methods). The strong electric fields lead to an expansive at-
tractive region for cations that can explain the origin of this
unique feature in the rASIC2a PMFs. This feature also exhibits an
energetic preference for Na+ over K+ by∼1 kcal/mol (compare in
Fig. 3 A), owing to stronger binding of the smaller ion to high-
field-strength carboxylate groups (Roux, 2010), as evidenced
by the significantly larger peak in protein coordination for
Na+ in Fig. S8 C, compared with K+. However, as E59 and E62
carboxylates reside away from the channel axis, their main role
may be to create a long-ranged attraction that may not affect
permeation selectively. Consistent with this interpretation, we
saw no change in ion selectivity when we measured relative ion
permeability in either rASIC2a channels containing the E59Q
and E62Q mutations (aimed at decreasing this negative electro-
static potential) or rASIC2a channels containing the E59V/E62N
double mutation (aimed at removing all of this negative elec-
trostatic potential and mimicking the cASIC1 residues; Fig. 2 B).
Similarly, we saw no decrease in ion selectivity in E63QmASIC1a
channels (Fig. 2 B). Further toward the extracellular side of the
pore, another glutamate residue at position −79 in M2 corre-
sponds to a position with slight energetic preference for Na+ in
the PMF profile for rASIC2a (Fig. 3 A). However, as E-79 is located
far from the z axis and points away from the pore, it is also
unlikely to affect selectivity, as reflected in our experiments,
where the E-79Q mutation had little effect on ion selectivity in
either rASIC2a or mASIC1a channels (Fig. 2 B).
The free energy increases rapidly from the minima in the
lower pore around E189 to a peak around the GAS belt (Fig. 3 A,
solid curves). Above the GAS belt, around the L79 residue, the free
energy falls by 2.3 and 1.9 kcal/mol for Na+ and K+, respectively.
This contrasts with the cASIC1 simulations, in which the barrier
was higher adjacent to the L79 site than for the crossing of the GAS
constriction for K+ (dashed blue curve in Fig. 3 A) and was thus
expected to control conduction for that ion. Instead, in rASIC2a,
the attractive fields from the upper charges generate a gradient
that lowers the free energy of the ions near L79 so that it is no
longer the maximum for K+ (solid blue curve in Fig. 3 A). This
significant downhill slope is well captured by the 1D profiles of
electrostatic potential due to those residues, shown in Fig. 3 B
(left). The possibility of L79 having decreased influence on con-
duction, apparently no longer being rate limiting, is a likely
contributor to the absence of effect of the L79A mutation on ion
selectivity in rASIC2a (Fig. 2 B). This is in contrast to cASIC1,
which experienced a complete loss of selectivity for the L79A
mutant. It may also increase the influence of the GAS belt in
rASIC2a, which is now the highest point for both Na+ and K+ ions,
with similar free energy relative to bulk solution. We note,
however, that the correspondence between local thermodynamic
stabilities of different ions and the relative permeabilities for the
channel must ultimately be determined by conduction kinetics for
each ion, as witnessed, for instance, in studies of potassium
channels, where selectivity can be influenced by changes in ion
interactions in disparate locations (e.g., Grabe et al. [2006]).
We thus considered that, in the absence of the upper negative
charges, the L79A mutation might begin to influence ion selec-
tivity in rASIC2a. Surprisingly, however, E59V/E62N/L79A tri-
ple mutant rASIC2a channels showed little change from E59V/
E62N orWT ion selectivity (PNa+/PK+ remains around 6; Fig. 2 B).
By eliminating E59 and E62 charges in rASIC2a, mimicking the
cASIC1 channel, L79 had the potential to become rate deter-
mining for K+ ions. That the experiments for the E59V/E62N
rASIC2 double mutant did not reveal a reinstating of a role for
L79 in selectivity suggests that other differences, such as pore
size, or ion interactions in the vicinity of L79 might also con-
tribute to reduced involvement of L79. We note that the pore
radius profiles for cASIC1 and rASIC2a are similar, but with a
small increase in ASIC2a throughout the upper pore (by 0.3 ± 0.2 A˚
around L79; Fig. S1 A). This could be caused by sequence dif-
ferences (primarily on the lipid-facing side of the M1 helices)
that may affect relative helix interactions, as illustrated in Fig. S1 B.
This would help reduce ion hydration losses and lower free
energies in the upper pore (Fig. 3 A), in addition to the effects of
the long-ranged E59/E62 interactions. Alternatively, lack of ef-
fect of L79 may be due to local differences for K+ and Na+ around
L79 itself. We note that the WT cASIC1 channel exhibited a peak
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barrier for K+ at L79 (potentially rate determining) that was not
present for Na+, leading to a maximum difference in free energy
between Na+ and K+ ions near the L79 site of 1.3 ± 0.2 kcal/mol.
This was a result of more substantial partial K+ dehydration, not
compensated for by protein coordination (loss of 0.31 ± 0.03 and
0.82 ± 0.04 water molecules, and 0.31 ± 0.03 and 0.86 ± 0.04
total oxygen coordination for Na+ and K+, respectively) in this
narrow part of the pore (Lynagh et al., 2017a). InWT rASIC2a we
see a reduced difference in free energy near this site (at maxi-
mum 0.7 ± 0.4 kcal/mol; Fig. 2 A), which may be attributed in
part to slightly smaller hydration losses (by 0.15 ± 0.02 and 0.72
± 0.02 for Na+ and K+, respectively; again with essentially no
protein oxygen coordination) in rASIC2a (Fig. S8). This is likely
due to overall widening of the upper pore (Fig. S1 A), because the
L79 side chains themselves are positioned between TM helices,
thus not directly affecting pore radius. These side chains have,
however, moved 0.4 ± 0.1 A˚ closer to the channel axis (with
essentially zero movement of their backbones) and are similarly
or slightly more flexible in the rASIC2a channel (RMSD of 1.22 ±
0.04 A˚ in rASIC2a vs. 1.13 ± 0.03 A˚ in cASIC1). Although these
changes are marginal, in conjunction with the increase in pore
radius to improve ion hydration, they may explain the reduced
impact of L79 mutation on selectivity in rASIC2.
Analysis of ion solvation around the GAS belt shows the pro-
tein compensating for partial K+ desolvation (similar to that seen
in cASIC1; Lynagh et al., 2017a), which explains the lack of free
energy difference between Na+ and K+ at the GAS belt (Fig. S8, C
and D). The greatest constriction in the GAS belt is formed by
main chain oxygen atoms from G109 residues (Baconguis et al.,
2014). Seeking experimental verification of a contribution of G109
to ion selectivity in rASIC2a channels, we attempted to express
mutant rASIC2a channels containing an ester carbonyl rather the
canonical amide carbonyl between G109 and A119 (Fig. S9). To this
end, we replaced A119 with lactic acid (α), which reduces electron
density around the G109 carbonyl oxygen via the main chain ester
bond, which previously revealed contributions of G109 in mA-
SIC1a channels (Lynagh et al., 2017a). However, rASIC2a channels
failed to incorporate α or were entirely nonfunctional, thus pre-
venting us from dissecting the role of the backbone carbonyl in
selectivity (Fig. S9). Regardless, our results suggest that GAS ex-
hibits the largest barrier to cross for ion conduction in rASIC2a,
and is thus expected to control the rate of permeation for both
ionic species. Although our analysis does not reveal a difference
in stability of the ions in the GAS constriction in theWT channels,
potentially, if this site were to be modified in a way that altered
the energetics of Na+ and K+ differently, we suggest that the
GAS belt would be more likely to affect channel selectivity in
ASIC2a than in ASIC1a. Ultimately, very long (millisecond-order)
MD simulations under the action of membrane potentials could be
used to observe the rate-limiting processes for Na+ and K+
Figure 3. rASIC2a MD free energy simu-
lations. (A) Single ion free energy profiles for
Na+ (orange) and K+ (blue) through the pore of
cASIC1 (data from rASIC2a model and Lynagh
et al. [2017a] shown as solid and dotted lines,
respectively), with error bars represented by ±1
SEM. Inset shows corresponding residues in cyan
with E59 and E62 in rASIC2a and V61 and N64 in
cASIC1 highlighted in purple. (B) Electrostatic
potential from E59 and E62 in rASIC2a and V61
and N64 in cASIC1. The dotted lines indicate the
position of the membrane.
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permeation and to capture the effects of mutations on ion selec-
tivity in each member of the ASIC family.
When studying the PMF around L149 (z ≈ −5 A˚ in Fig. 3 A),
we observed no energetic preference for Na+. This seems inconsis-
tent with results from mutagenesis experiments, which showed
moderately decreased Na+ selectivity in channels with L149A and
L149I mutations (Fig. 2 B). We had previously argued (Lynagh et al.,
2017a) that this could be attributed to artificial splaying of the lower
pore of the PDB accession no. 4NTW structure, as a result of the
truncation of substantial portions of the intracellular N- and
C-termini of cASIC1 (Baconguis et al., 2014). In support of this notion,
we showed that ASIC1a simulations based on a narrower lower pore
(PDB accession no. 2QTS) lead to Na+ multi-ion/multicarboxylate
complexes with E189 and D219 that could promote conduction
of Na+ ions (Lynagh et al., 2017a). Arguing against our sugges-
tion that a full-length ASIC structure might adopt a much tighter
lower pore, a recent cryo-EM structure with full-length cASIC1
(in the resting state; PDB accession no. 6AVE) show a similarly
splayed lower pore compared to the truncated structures (Yoder
et al., 2018). The pore diameter around E189 in PDB accession no.
6AVE is, however, ∼1 A˚ narrower than in the corresponding
truncated x-ray structure (PDB accession no. 5WKV) from the
same study. Second, and perhaps more likely, L149 side chains
are oriented toward adjacent helices and may contribute to ion
selectivity by shaping the lower pore and influencing the roles
of, for example, E189 and D219 side chains. Indeed, L149mutations
affect channel gating, as interpreted from altered pH50 values
(Fig. 2 B), further indicative of L149 side chains affecting con-
formational changes in the channel (Lynagh et al., 2017a).
Effects of M2 mutations in heteromeric ASIC1a/
ASIC2a channels
As GAS belt mutations, conventional or otherwise, failed to
generate ASIC2a channels with measurable currents, we lack an
experimental test of the role of the GAS belt in ion selectivity of
ASIC2a-containing channels. We therefore turned to hetero-
meric ASIC1a/ASIC2a channels, considering that heteromers
assembled byWT ASIC1a and mutated ASIC2a subunits could be
more functional than mutant ASIC2a homomers. Furthermore,
little is known about ion selectivity in heteromeric channels. We
therefore tested the effects of certain M2 mutations on ion se-
lectivity in mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers. The expression of
such channels is possible through the coinjection of oocytes with
ASIC1a and ASIC2a cRNAs, whereby a 1:1 ratio of cRNAs yields
mostly heteromeric channels (>80%) and a smaller population of
homomeric channels (Bartoi et al., 2014; Bassilana et al., 1997).
Our proton concentration–response experiments confirmed the
robust expression of heteromeric channels. In mASIC1a-injected
oocytes, maximum current responses were activated around pH
6.0 (pH50 = 6.66 ± 0.03, n = 4; Fig. 4 A), and in rASIC2a-injected
oocytes, large currents were not activated by pH > 4.5 (pH50 =
4.3 ± 0.2, n = 5; Fig. 4 A), consistent with previous studies of
homomeric channels (Kellenberger and Schild, 2015). In con-
trast, in 1:1 mASIC1a:rASIC2a-injected oocytes, maximum cur-
rent amplitude was activated around pH 5.0 (pH50,B = 5.6 ± 0.2,
n = 6), indicative of a predominant population of heteromeric
channels (hereafter 1aWT/2aWT), despite a smaller population
of mASIC1a homomers evident in the first phase of the biphasic
concentration–response curve in Fig. 4 A (pH50,A = 6.6 ± 0.1,
n = 4; the first phase was less prominent in some recordings).
Overall, this is consistent with previous studies (Bartoi et al.,
2014; Bassilana et al., 1997). The abundance of heteromeric
channels was even more apparent when using mutant mASIC1a
subunits. For example, oocytes injected with only 1aG109A cRNA
showed no responses to pH as low as 5.0, whereas 1:1 1aG109A/
2aWT-injected oocytes showed robust, monophasic responses
to pH around 5.0 (Fig. 4 B), indicative of heteromeric channels
carrying mutations in 1a subunits (1aG109A/2aWT). The precise
stoichiometry of heteromeric trimers is unclear, but we assume
a mix of 1a/1a/2a and 1a/2a/2a, based on the flexible
Figure 4. Expression mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers. (A) Example current responses (left) to decreasing pH in oocytes injected with cRNAs for mASIC1a;
mASIC1a and rASIC2a (in a 1:1 ratio); or rASIC2a and averaged (±SEM), normalized peak current responses to decreasing pH (right panel, n = 4–6). 1aWT/2aWT is
fitted with a biphasic curve. (B) Example current responses (left) to decreasing pH in oocytes injected with mutant cRNA, alone or in combination with WT
cRNA of the other isoform and averaged (±SEM), normalized peak current responses to decreasing pH (right, n = 3–5). WT curves from A are shown as dashed
lines for comparison.
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stoichiometry previously demonstrated for WT heteromers
(Bartoi et al., 2014).
These experiments show that pH 5.0 activates predominantly
heteromeric channels in oocytes expressing mASIC1a and
rASIC2a subunits, whether WT or mutant. To test ion selectivity
of heteromeric ASICs, we therefore measured relative permea-
bility when activating with pH 5.0. Under these conditions, 1aWT/
2aWT heteromers showed ion selectivity (e.g., PNa+/PK+ = 7.4 ±
0.6, n = 4; Fig. 5, A and B) similar to that reported previously
(Bassilana et al., 1997). In heteromers carrying L79Amutations in
either the mASIC1a or rASIC2a subunit, ion selectivity was
similar to WT heteromers (Fig. 5 B), reflecting the result at
rASIC2a homomers, where the L79A mutation had no effect on
selectivity. The E189Q mutation caused substantial decrease in
selectivity in the heteromers, whether in the mASIC1a or
rASIC2a subunit, without completely collapsing the relative
permeability sequence of PNa+ ≈ PLi+ > PK+ >PCs+
(Fig. 5 B). This reflects results with concatemeric mASIC1a
constructs containing one to two E189Q mutations (Lynagh
et al., 2017a), further indicative of a conserved role of E189
in ion selectivity throughout different ASIC subtypes.
The expression of heteromers containing G109A and S129A
mutations allowed us to test the contribution of these positions
to ion selectivity, as these mutations render mASIC1a and rA-
SIC2a homomers nonfunctional (Fig. 4 B). In mASIC1a subunits,
and to a lesser extent in rASIC2a subunits, both the G109A and
S129A mutations decreased ion selectivity of heteromers, al-
though not as markedly as the E189Q mutation (Fig. 5 B). This
differs from results with concatameric mASIC1a channels, in
which one to two S129A mutations had no effect on selectivity
(Lynagh et al., 2017a), providing further evidence that ASIC2a
subunits shift the energy barrier from L79 and the upper pore to
the GAS belt. Finally, the L149A mutation had relatively little
effect on the selectivity of heteromers, tentatively suggesting
that one to two L149-containing subunits (WT subunits in het-
eromers) are sufficient to maintain appropriate lower pore
conformation for selective Na+ conduction.
We next performed MD simulations for Na+ and K+
permeating the heteromeric channels (mASIC1a/mASIC1a/
rASIC2a and mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a). These two heteromeric
combinations were combined in equal proportions in Fig. 5 C
by averaging the free energy profiles to reflect experiments
with unknown stoichiometry (with separate profiles provided
in Fig. S5 as reference). The free energy profiles in Fig. 5 C are
similar to those for cASIC1 and rASIC2a (Fig. 3 A), being in-
termediate in nature, as illustrated in the direct comparison
provided in Fig. S10. The free energy profiles of the hetero-
meric channels exhibit binding in the lower pore around E189
and D219, where we see an energetic preference for Na+ over
K+, reflecting results for the homomers (Fig. 3 A). Similar to
cASIC1 and rASIC2a homomers, this can be attributed to in-
creased protein coordination for Na+ by conserved E189 side
chains (Fig. S8). Furthermore, the slope seen above the GAS
belt in rASIC2a (decrease in free energy from GAS toward the
upper end of the pore due to long-ranged attractive interac-
tions with rASIC2a E59 and E62) is also present in the het-
eromeric channels. This again leads the GAS belt to form the
highest barrier to conduction for both Na+ and K+ ions (Fig. 5
C), decreasing the apparent importance of L79. Despite a slight
preference for Na+ visible in the L79 region in Fig. 5 C, such an
Figure 5. Effects of M2 mutations on ion selectivity and MD simulations with ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromers. (A) Examples of pH 5.0–gated current
through WT and mutant heteromeric channels in single oocytes. (B) Relative permeability ratios (PNa+/PX+ ) and half-maximal pH for activation (pH50) for WT
and mutant ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromeric channels (mean ± SEM). (C) Single-ion free energy profiles for Na+ (orange) and K+ (blue) permeating the pore of the
ASIC1/ASIC2 heteromer, with error bars represented by ±1 SEM.
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energetic difference may have little impact on permeation if
this is not the rate-determining barrier. This is consistent
with our experiments, as L79A-containing heteromers showed
relative permeability profiles much like WT, in contrast to
some other mutant-containing heteromers (Fig. 5 B). In the
same manner as in the ASIC2a homomer, both Na+ and K+
encounter wells around E59/V60, E62/E63, and D09, driven by
the long-ranged attractive electric fields (refer to potential
maps in Fig. 3 C). As expected, the wells encountered in the
heteromeric channels are less deep than those in rASIC2a, but
larger than those in cASIC1 (Fig. S5). This region again favors
Na+, owing to the stronger binding of the smaller cation to
those carboxylate groups, evidenced by slightly increased
protein coordination in Fig. S8 (although less striking than is
the case in homomeric channels).
Discussion
ASICs occur as homomeric or heteromeric channels comprised
of ASIC1a, -1b, -2a, -2b, -3, and/or -4 subunits. We set out to
establish if the mechanism of ion selectivity in ASIC2a homo-
mers and ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromers reflects that observed for
homomeric ASIC1a, the only isoform that had previously been
studied in detail. In all channels tested, there exists a strong
contribution to ion selectivity from conserved E189 residues at
the lower end of the pore. The E189Q mutation abolishes or de-
creases selectivity in all channels tested, and MD free energy
simulations again suggest a preference for Na+ over K+ in this
lower part of the channel in ASIC2a homomers and ASIC1a/
ASIC2a heteromers. Our MD simulations did show, however,
that the free energy landscapes for ions in the upper half of the
ASIC2a channel pore differ from ASIC1a channels, due to
ASIC2a-specific acidic residues at the top of the channel. These
glutamate residues create long-ranged electric fields that lower
the energy of ions around the conserved L79 residue in the upper
half of the ASIC2a channel, relative to the conserved GAS belt in
the middle of the channel, which appears to exhibit the largest
barriers in ASIC2a-containing channels. In contrast, ASIC1a
lacks these glutamate residues, leading to larger energy barriers
at L79, which we have suggested may be rate-determining for K+.
This was reflected in our electrophysiology/mutagenesis ex-
periments, where the L79A mutation had no effect on ion se-
lectivity in ASIC2a-containing channels but abolished selectivity
in ASIC1a homomers.
Conserved determinants of channel function in the lower half
of the ASIC pore
E189 side chains, together with D219, form a band of negatively
charged carboxylates at the lower end of the ASIC pore. This
engenders energetic preferences of 1–2 kcal/mol for Na+ over K+
in simulations with ASIC1a and ASIC2a homomers and ASIC1a/
ASIC2a heteromers based on the PDB accession no. 4NTW
template, despite a pore radius of ∼8 A˚ in this part of the
pore. We previously observed that, although selective Na+
binding to E189/D219 is exhibited regardless of the lower pore
structure, the degree of selective Na+ binding is strongly influ-
enced by it. In a closed-channel cASIC1 structure with a much
narrower pore (PDB accession no. 2QTS; Jasti et al., 2007), not
only is the preference for single Na+ ions increased to ∼3 kcal/
mol, but multi-ion/multicarboxylate complexes occur far more
frequently (especially for Na+), as E189 and/or D219 side chains
from adjacent subunits are in much closer proximity. However,
recent cryo-EM structural data of full-length cASIC1 show a
splayed lower pore, similar to that observed in x-ray structural
data on N- and C-terminal truncated cASIC1 (albeit with slightly
reduced diameter). Nonetheless, this site has again demon-
strated selective binding for Na+ ions at the channel’s lower
entrance that would be expected to facilitate permeation.
The role of L149 in ion selectivity may also be conserved in
different ASIC subtypes. Its substitution with Ala strongly de-
creases selectivity in ASIC1a and ASIC2a, although in heteromers
containing presumably only one or two L149A mutations, ion
selectivity is intact. As L149 side chains are oriented toward
adjacent M2 helices in PDB accession no. 4NTW (Baconguis
et al., 2014), we postulate that the L149A mutation affects ion
selectivity by disrupting inter-subunit interactions that main-
tain lower pore structure. A conserved role for L149 in structural
transitions of the channel is supported by our measurements of
the potency of protons in activating the channels. Shifts in pH50
upon L149I and L149A mutations were observed for both ASIC1a
and ASIC2a. (This is also the case for L79 mutations, described
below.) L149 and E189 are both highly conserved in the ASIC and
broader degenerin (DEG)/ENaC family. Although few ASICs di-
verge at the E189 position, three such subunits have been func-
tionally tested. Toadfish ASIC2 channels containing A189 were
expressed in oocyte membranes but showed no proton-gated
currents (Coric et al., 2005), reflecting results of the E189A
mutation in mASIC1a, which abolished channel activity (Lynagh
et al., 2017a). Sea urchin and acorn worm ASIC subunits pos-
sessing a Q189 residue and from a distinct subclade of ASICs
showed low Na+/K+ selectivity (Lynagh et al., 2018), reflecting
results of E189Q mutations in mASIC1a and rASIC2a.
Differences between ASIC subtypes in the upper half of
the channel
The GAS belt is highly conserved in ASICs, andwe show that this
constriction in the middle of the pore forms a large energy
barrier to permeating ions in ASIC1a, ASIC2a, and ASIC1a/
ASIC2a channels. We previously showed that in ASIC1a, the G109
amide carbonyl group actually aids K+ permeation rather than
selectively conducting Na+, and one or two S129 mutations in
concatemeric channels fail to alter selectivity (Lynagh et al.,
2017a). However, and although the G109 amide carbonyl was
not amenable to amide-to-ester mutation in ASIC2a, our ex-
periments with ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromers suggest that the GAS
belt could make a greater contribution to ion selectivity in
ASIC2a-containing channels. We observed that one to two S129A
mutations caused a modest but noticeable decrease in selectivity
of ASIC1a/ASIC2a heteromers. We also observed that in ASIC2a
homomers, the L79Amutation had no effect on ion selectivity, in
stark contrast to ASIC1a, where this mutation abolished selec-
tivity. Despite this, the L79A mutation caused large increases in
the potency with which protons activate both ASIC1a and
ASIC2a (Lynagh et al., 2017a). This could originate from L79 (and
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possibly E59 near the thumb/wrist interface, whose mutation
also increased potency) stabilizing a closed or nonconducting
conformation of the protein, although our limited data on these
positions are not sufficient to address this point in detail. In any
case, the broadly conserved L79 residue seems to play a con-
served role in gating but makes different contributions to ion
conduction in different ASIC subtypes.
MD free energy calculations of ion permeation through
rASIC2a channels provide a possible explanation for these dif-
ferences in ion selectivity for ASIC subtypes. In all ASICs we
examined, the GAS belt forms a large, 2-kcal/mol barrier to
permeation of both Na+ and K+ ions. In cASIC1, L79, just above
the GAS belt, forms a similarly large barrier for K+ (>2 kcal/mol),
but not Na+ (<1 kcal/mol), with the upper vestibule of the
channel also maintaining a 1-kcal/mol barrier for both ions. This
means that both species permeate similarly until L79 on their
path down the cASIC1 pore. In rASIC2a, however, carboxylate
side chains from M1 glutamate residues (E59 and E62), together
with conserved D09 residues, create an energetic minimum in
the upper pore (approximately −2 kcal/mol for Na+ and ap-
proximately −1.2 kcal/mol for K+), from which free energy
gradually increases past L79 (0 kcal/mol for both species),
peaking at the GAS belt (∼2.2 kcal/mol for both ionic species;
Fig. 3 A). Thus, the upper carboxylates, specific to rASIC2a, seem
to ease ions past L79, bringing the GAS belt more into play than
in cASIC1. This could potentially help explain the effects of
G109A and S129A mutations on ion selectivity in rASIC2a-
containing heteromers. We had hypothesized from this that
the off-axis E59/E62 carboxylate charges would affect conduc-
tion of both Na+ and K+ ions via their long-ranged electric fields
(see Fig. 3 B), potentially eliminating sensitivity to changes at L79
bymaking this site less rate-determining. However, we saw only
a modest change when the same mutation was performed con-
currently with elimination of those charges on the M1 glutamate
residues. This suggests that those upper charges are not the only
difference between the rASIC2a and cASIC1 channels affecting
conduction. Subsequent analysis revealed that the upper pore in
the rASIC2a model was wider than cASIC1, leading to reduced
ion dehydration, and that the L79 location in the WT rASIC2a
channel had reduced the difference in free energy of the K+ and
Na+ ions. We conclude from these observations that, although
mutation of upper charges would perturb the shape of the free
energy profile for ions in a way that could raise the energy near
the L79 site, other structural differences lead this site to be less
thermodynamically selective. This explains the lack of effect of
L79 mutation in the rASIC2a channel. We do concede, however,
that the dramatic differences in experimental L79 mutant effects
on mASIC1a and rASIC2a selectivity are unexpected given the
small structural differences between cASIC1 and our model of
rASIC2a based on the cASIC1 structure.
Our study, covering different ASIC subtypes, has refined the
contributions of multiple sites of interest for understanding ion
selectivity in this subfamily of the ENaC/DEG superfamily. This
includes the conserved contributions of carboxylate-containing
side chains in the lower pore (E189/D219), as well as residues at
or near the central constriction, involving the GAS belt or the
neighboring L79 in ASIC2a and ASIC1a-containing channels,
respectively. Additionally, ion selectivity is likely modulated
electrostatically by species-dependent sequence differences in
the upper pore. However, our functional work was limited to
reversal potentials and relative permeability, so we cannot ex-
clude contributions of some of these and other residues to rel-
ative ion conduction and thus selectivity. Future work should
address this aspect, perhaps especially regarding the residues in
the upper pore, whose mutation had little effect on relative ion
permeability. Finally, our work has established ASIC heteromer
expression as a powerful tool to functionally test mutants that
render homomeric channels nonfunctional, thus providing
mechanistic insight on all key regions of the pore contributing to
Na+ selectivity across the ASIC family.
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Supplemental material
Figure S1. Differences in the structures of cASIC1 and rASIC2a. (A) Pore size for cASIC1 (red) and equilibrated rASIC2a model (blue) calculated using HOLE
(Smart et al., 1996), based on the last 100 ns of each simulation, with error bars based on SEMs from five blocks. Positions of L79, GAS, and E189/D219 are
indicated with dashed lines. (B) Divergent residues in rASIC2a (corresponding residue names and numbers can be seen in the sequence alignment in Fig. 1).
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Figure S2. Structural alignments of M2 helices. (A–F) Structural alignments of M2 helices between cASIC1 crystal structure (purple) and mASIC1a/
mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers (blue) for Na+ (left) and K+ (right; A and B), mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a heteromers (blue; C and D), and rASIC2a homomers
(blue; E and F) after 100-ns simulation. The alignment reveals close agreement between the original structure and the homology models, albeit with small
deviations at the ends of the M2 helices due to truncation of the PDB structure in this solvent-exposed region. In particular, unfolding of residues 229 and 239
can be seen in at least one of the three subunits in all channels.
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Figure S3. RMSD for the backbone of TM1 and TM2 (residues 45 to 75 and 425 to 456 in red, and residues 60 to 75 and 425 to 454 in blue; PDB
accession no. 4NTW numbering). (A and B) mASIC1a/mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers with NaCl (A) and KCl (B). (C and D) mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a het-
eromers with NaCl (C) and KCl (D). (E and F) rASIC2a with NaCl (E) and KCl (F).
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Figure S4. Behavior of the lower pore of cASIC1 and rASIC2a. (A and B) Distribution of single and double occupancy for sites formed by E189 and D219 for
cASIC1 (A) and rASIC2a (B) channels (mean ± SEM). Single ion occupancy is preferred in cASIC1 and rASIC2a for both Na+ and K+; however, double occupancy
occurs more frequently for Na+ than K+. Single occupancy is more frequent both for Na+ and K+ in rASIC2a than cASIC1 (A and B; left graph). In the doubly
occupied sites in cASIC1 and rASIC2a, both the Na+ and K+ ions are most often bound by a single carboxylate side chain; however, multicarboxylate complexes
are more frequent for Na+ than for K+. Multicarboxylate sites are less frequent in rASIC2a than for cASIC1 (A and B; right graph). (C) Behavior of the end of TM2
for cASIC1 and rASIC2a. The large hydrophobic sidechain of I239 in rASIC2a points up toward the lipids, while A239 in cASIC1 points down toward water; this
pulls D219 away from E189, and the likelihood of multicarboxylate clusters decreases.
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Figure S5. PMFs for Na+ and K+. (A–F) PMFs for Na+ (orange) and K+ (blue) permeating the pore of mASIC1a/mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers (A and D) from
US simulations (A) and free simulations (D); mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a heteromers (B and E) from US simulations (B) and free simulations (E); and rASIC2a (C
and F) from US simulations (C) and free simulations (F). Error bars are represented by ±1 SEM.
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Figure S6. Convergence of PMFs from US simulation. (A and D) mASIC1a/mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers with Na+ (A) and K+ (D). (B and E) mASIC1a/
rACIS2a/rASIC2a heteromers with Na+ (B) and K+ (E). (C and F) rASIC2a with Na+ (C) and K+ (F). Above the dotted line at z = 11 A˚, there were convergence
issues due to the wide pore and many charged residues (E/V59, E/N61, and D09), and the US results were discarded; the PMF was based on free simulations in
that region (see Materials and methods).
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Figure S7. Behavior of the upper pore of cASIC1 and rASIC2a. (A) Distribution of single and double occupancy in rASIC2a in sites formed by E59, E62, and
E09 showing occupancy and number of carboxylates (mean ± SEM). Single-ion occupancy is preferred for both Na+ and K+; however, double occupancy occurs
more frequently for Na+ than K+ (left). In the doubly occupied sites, both Na+ and K+ prefer to be bound by multiple, rather than single, carboxylates, and Na+ is
almost solely bound by multiple carboxylates (right). (B) Typical Na+ occupancy in these sites, viewed from the side (left) and above (right), showing how these
sites are far from the permeation pathway. (C) Electrostatic potential from E59 and E62 in rASIC2a, V60 and E63 in mASIC1a, and V61 and N64 in cASIC1. The
dotted lines indicate the position of the membrane.
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Figure S8. First shell coordination by oxygen atoms fromwater and protein. (A and B) cASIC1 pore for Na+ (A) and K+ (B). (C and D) rASIC2a pore for Na+
(C) and K+ (D). (E and F) mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromer pore for (E) Na+ and (F) K+. Values plotted are mean ± SEM.
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Figure S10. Comparison of the PMFs for cASIC1, rASIC2a, and mASIC1a/rASIC2a heteromers. mASIC1a/rASIC2a is the average of mASIC1a/mASIC1a/
rASIC2a and mASIC1a/rASIC2a/rASIC2a to reflect experiments, with error bars represented by ±1 SEM. (A and B) Na+ permeating the pore (A) and K+ per-
meating the pore (B).
Figure S9. Lack of functional expression when replacing A119 with lactic acid (α) in rASIC2a channels. Previous work shows that coinjection of oocytes
with mutant mASIC1a cRNA, containing the amber stop codon (UAG) instead of the A119 codon, with hydroxyacylated Tetrahymena thermophila tRNA (tRNA-α)
results in the expression of A119α-containing channels (Lynagh et al., 2017). However, no currents were observed in response to pH 3.5 at oocytes coinjected
with 46 ng rASIC2a A119UAG cRNA and tRNA-α (n = 8, over three batches of oocytes) or with 46 ng ASIC2a A119UAG cRNA and tRNA (n = 7; as a control for
nonspecific incorporation of endogenous amino acids). In contrast, oocytes injected with 0.8 ng ASIC2a WT cRNA showed large inward currents in response to
pH 3.5 on the same day of recording. Left, example recordings; right, means (columns) and individual data points.
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